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SERTI

THE LAST DMS
YOU’LL EVER BUY

No Long-Term Agreement
Surprise-Free Support Billing
Smooth and Assisted Transition Period
Quick-Response, Personalized Help Desk
User-Friendly, Easy To Learn
SaaS - Powered by IBM Power System
Increased Profits and Reduced Expenses
Free Software Updates
High-Performance Management and CRM Tools

GENERAL
ACCESS
TO INFORMATION
User-friendly windows environment, running
on an ultra-stable IBM Power System–the
best of both worlds!
The system has been designed to give the
user all the information required on-screen.
It is environmentally conscious by allowing
you to view all reports on-screen, access
archived historical data live and print only
what you need.
Documentation is integrated into the
software. It is comprehensive with complete
information on the functions and report
examples and is accessible from any screen
in the software.
The Remote Backup module allows for daily
backup of your data, without the hassle of
backup tapes and units.

MULTIPLE
DIVISIONS
The system is built to handle as many sites
as needed. There are no additional license
fees to set up a new division. Divisions can
be other sites or stores belonging to the
same manufacturer or any other type of
business. For example, you may create a
division where only the accounting is done
for an affiliate.
The system has full functionality in every
module to support multiple business
divisions. Accounting may be done from
one division or from multiple divisions. Parts
inventory information can be shared across
divisions, providing parts personnel with
online availability. They can also transfer
parts from other divisions and so on.

TECHNOLOGY
Our solution runs on the IBM Power
System: a highly scalable and virusresistant architecture with a stable
database and middleware foundation for
efficient business processing applications
deploying.
Our solution is a Software-as-a-Service,
insuring steady and reliable performance.
Data is protected around the clock and
downtimes are a thing of the past with next
to no costly interruptions. Our solution puts
no limit on the number of sites that can be
added and offers unlimited storage capacity
while always being ready for the latest
software and technical advancements.
Multi-sessions: users can open as many
sessions as needed at no additional costs
for extra sessions; you don’t have to buy
a license each time you want to add a
session.

REPORTS
The system includes a full set of reports
for each module. These reports all have
selection and sort parameters for multiple
uses. A user doesn’t need to use a
generator to retrieve information from the
system.
The financial report generator (DOC)
enables you to build custom financial
reports with the desired ratios. You may set
up as many profiles as needed, to provide
you with customized detail or a summary
analysis of any department or profit center.

ACCOUNTING

GENERAL

PAYABLES

The accounting module allows up to twelve
open months. Therefore, you do not have
to close a period before starting your
operations in a new month.

Payables are also kept as open items with
full screen display of current and past
transactions.

Archiving keeps receivables, payables,
general ledger, accounting journals and
schedules transactions for as long as you
want. With today’s technology, there really is
no limitation.
Closing a month simply sends your general
ledger transactions to history and makes
sure that users can no longer post to this
period. You don’t need to print reports
when you close a period since the system’s
archiving ensures that you can print any
report at any given period on request,
including any sub-ledger or schedule,
regardless of whether the month is open
or closed.
Statistical information is illustrated with bar
graphs and charts, making data easier to
assimilate.

You may distribute an invoice automatically
to different G/L accounts as either fixed
amounts or percentages.
Purchase volume is kept from the time
a vendor is created. The information is
displayed for every month and each screen
shows information for an entire year. You
can scroll through previous years.
You may cross reference invoices paid
and checks to see which cheques paid a
specific invoice and which invoices were
paid by a particular cheque.
You may print cheques by batch on or
before a certain due date. Vendors are
first displayed on screen and can be
manipulated individually. Even though you
are printing batch cheques, you still have
control over who is being paid and what is
also being paid.

Individual cheques can be printed quickly.
Cheques can be created from payable
invoices, which can be paid in whole or in
part. You can also include invoices that you
enter directly into manual cheque entry. You
can decide whether or not you wish to print
the cheque, which means that you can use
this user-friendly option to post a manual
cheque that you do not wish to print.
Use EFTs instead of printing cheques
to pay your payables. No need to print a
cheque, put in it an enveloppe, put a costly
stamp on it, mail it and then wait until it
finally hits your bank. Time spent doing
cheques is costly. EFTs are quick and
efficient.

RECEIVABLES
Receivables are kept as open items with
full screen display of current and past
transactions.
Sales volume is kept from the time a
customer is created. The information is
displayed for every month and each screen
shows information for an entire year. You
can scroll through previous years.
You may cross-reference invoices paid and
payments made to identify which payment
paid a specific invoice and which invoice
was paid by a particular payment.
Interest may be posted to the customer
account or may appear only on the
statement, in which case there is no need
to reverse entries for unpaid interest.

SCHEDULES
Deposit entry allows you to enter cash
receipts and receivables payments to preconfigured G/L accounts, which minimizes
input errors. The user may then print an
electronic receipt for a customer.
Credit limits and invoicing authorizations
are fully controlled by accounting. Credit
limit verification at invoicing can be set to
consider work-in-process. You can set an
A/R to block invoicing for a specific aging
category (e.g. 60 days past due).
Parts and service employees don’t need to
call accounting for A/R information. They
can see the account status, credit limit,
actual balance, aging, etc.

Schedules (controlled accounts) inquiry
displays only the transactions that have not
been zeroed out. This provides quick access
to the transactions you really need to verify.
An automatic adjustment amount can be
configured on a schedule. The automatic
adjustment feature clears from your
schedule all the amounts within the
specified range by posting them to a
pre-defined account.
Past schedule reports may be requested at
any time. The system will rebuild the reports
for the requested period from archived
transactions.

A/R statements can be emailed instead of
mailed.

Our combined schedules report is a
powerful tool when analysing multiple
accounts with the same control number.

GENERAL LEDGER
AND FINANCIAL REPORTS

PAYROLL

PURCHASE ORDERS

Past general ledger registers and financial
reports may be requested at any time. The
system will rebuild reports for the requested
period from archived transactions.

Payroll employees may have weekly,
biweekly or monthly pay periods. Employees
with different pay periods can be paid in the
same payroll batch.

The main benefits of having an integrated
P.O. module are as follows:

Bank reconciliation can easily be executed
for as many different bank accounts
as you want. You may also print a list
of outstanding cheques for each bank
account.

There may be any number of deductions
and benefits linked to an employee.

Budgets may be entered into the system.
Financial reports may then be printed so
that they be compared with budgets and
ratios.

Salaries and expenses may be distributed
to several departments.

Financial statements (in house or OEM)
may be printed at any time during the
month. They are always current with upto-the-minute posted transactions. They
may, of course, be requested for a specific
period.

Direct electronic deposits may be
transferred to your bank.

Expenses may be split into two different
general ledger months to accommodate a
pay period that overlaps two G/L months.
Employee income forms, record of
employment, etc. are printed directly
through the payroll system.
An employee time clock, accessible
from any workstation, is available for all
employees.
Employee straight-time hours, technician
flat-rate hours and sales people
commissions can be imported into payroll.

• Electronic control of purchases made by
your dealership
• Integration with the Parts and Service
Invoicing module.
• System won’t allow you to close an R.O. or
invoice if it has an outstanding P.O.
• Can order, receive and invoice parts
through the P.O. module.
P.O.’s are imported to accounting as
Payable Invoices. The accounts payable
clerk simply has to do a quick review before
posting an invoice. Completely eliminates
manual entry of invoices in accounting

UNITS INVENTORY
All unit information is automatically transferred to service once a
car is sold. For certain manufacturers, we are capable of importing
vehicle orders and invoices from your DCS directly into SDS. This
eliminates the need to manually create vehicles ordered and add
invoice, which in turn reduces redundancy and input errors.
Specific tabs for the following information:
• Vehicle Info
• Accessories
• Accounting Transactions
• Depreciation

• Flooring
• Rental
• Long-term Leasing
• Service History

Accepted deals are transferred to accounting as soon as they are
flagged as delivered in the sales department. Deal figures as well
as all pertinent information is pushed to unit sales screen for quick
validation and posting.

STATSONLINE
This management tool revolutionizes accessing information.
StatsOnline is a powerful statistics module, which includes the
following functionalities:
• Dashboard-type view of statistics for each department
• Extract statistics data quickly and easily to import directly into
Microsoft Excel
• Summary and detailed statistics by various groupings and so forth
• Access statistics via any smartphone or tablet.
• Easy user-defined parameters
• Automatic interactive generation of statistics
StatsOnline goes still further. Currently a manager has to search
his management system manually for statistics. With StatsOnline
the manager will receive DMS statistics regardless of his location,
without having to request them. They can be automatically pushed
to mobile devices.

PARTS
CENTRALIZED USE
OF FUNCTIONS
The parts module takes advantage of the
“unlimited” disk space as well as the large
live memory capacity of today’s computers.
The result is the use of software that does
not require the user to constantly change
options in order to use various functions
such as parts inquiry, parts update,
order processing, customer reservations
processing, etc. All these functions are
available at once.
The SDS system even allows for emailing
invoices to customers.

Accessing Parts Listing On-Screen:
Access to information is designed to use
the least possible amount of paper. You
may inquire or update your parts one by one
using different access modes; part number,
description, class, source or bin.
Part pricing:
Nine price levels are available for each part.
Consequently, our module is as suitable for
automobile dealers as it is for truck dealers.
All prices may be used as is for invoicing or
may be adjusted for particular customers
according to a price level or discount.
Matrix:
A price matrix can be applied to any class
and any price within that class.
Core and Old Core Management:
Complete management tools to control
invoicing of cores, and track the old (dirty)
core inventory and credits.
Replaced Parts:
Full replacement history can be viewed
with the Replacement Chain. Automatically
invoice all parts in the chain that have
quantities, regardless of which part is
entered when the available quantity is
insufficient.
Return of Core and Warranty Parts:
When activated, warranty part lines display
in blue if the core or warranty part was
not returned to the parts counter by the
technician.
Price Books:
Unlimited number of price books.
Regardless of where you are in the system,
information provided by the price book
displays when you access a part that is not
in inventory.
Price Book Updates:
Price books are downloaded from the serti.
com website and can be applied at any
time. You may also schedule the activation
of a price book for a specific date and
time. No need to wait for us to send you a
tape or CD; just download as soon as it is
available.

IPS - Internet Part Sales:
Internet Part Sales allows you to do
Business-to-Business part sales via
the web. For example, your wholesale
customers would use the web to order
parts. This, in turn, sends an email to your
parts manager who then simply has to
import the request into SDS with a click of
the mouse.
Tracking Log:
Ever wanted to know who did what? Any
change made to a part number is logged.
Whether it be a sale, bin change, price book
update, etc., the system keeps a detailed
log of the before and after. This activities
and events log allows the system to rebuild
your inventory as of a precise moment
(date/time). This will give you not only the
value of your inventory but also a detailed
list of all the parts in inventory at that
precise moment.
Quick Codes:
Use an alternative part number to reference
another part (cross-reference). Makes
for quick entry of commonly used part
numbers. In addition, the same quick code
can be attached to different part numbers.
This is useful for grouping parts together
(e.g. Tire Size).
Quick Quotations:
The “Parts Availability” option allows you to
enter a list of parts and customer pricing
and save it as a draft for future use. You
can also import lists of parts from electronic
parts catalogs and convert drafts into an
invoice or R.O.
Parts History:
All aspects of a part’s history are accessible
live at all times. Parts history includes: Sales
(by month or detailed), Old Core sales and
credits, Lost Sales, Quantities, Purchases,
Orders, Returns and Purchase Orders.
Mobile Receipting (bar code):
Imagine receipting an order live while
standing next to parts that have just come
in. With a mobile device, you can receipt
parts on the go, using the camera on
your device or a bluetooth scanner. Once
scanned, the part is immediately receipted
and if it was for a customer, a reservation
label will automatically print.

SERVICE
The service module includes appointment scheduling, VIN decoder, recommended maintenance, recalls, service packages and full CRM
capabilities. The system also allows the emailing of invoices to customers.
One Click Away:
Everything is one click away. An advisor can quickly view: Vehicle and Owner Information, Work in Process, R.O. Queue, Appointments, Service
History, Part Reservations and Special Orders, CRM History, Vehicle Purchase History, Customer Value.
Recommended Maintenance:
The recommended maintenance window pops up in appointments (and when opening an R.O.) even if the vehicle is not in your inventory. This
is handy for upselling and when a customer calls up and wants to know what should be done on his vehicle.
Declined Maintenance:
Log declined work, give it a reason, the declined work will print on the R.O., an alert will pop up next time customer comes in. Print reports
based on declined maintenance reasons for CRM purposes.
CRM:
Customer follow-up may be done either by phone, letter, postcard, label or email. Letters can be printed from the SDS software or through
Microsoft Word mail merge.
Quote System:
Fully integrated with the Mitchell ProDemand service estimator.
Tire Storage Tags:
Tire Storage Tags will print along with the work order when creating an R.O. with one or more job codes that require them.
Appointment Book:
You can assign a specific job to a mechanic at a specific time. This feature lets you book timeslots in your shop, thus replacing your paper
appointment pad. There’s no limit to the number of appointment books that can be configured.
Flexibility:
A user can close the customer copy of a work order and leave the internal and/or warranty copies open to be closed at a later time.
SDS Messaging:
Texting capabilities - from a PC or the SDS Mobile app installed on any smartphone. Automated alerts, reminders and other notifications are
sent to employees and customers.

ELECTRONIC SHOP CONTROL
DISPATCHER STATION

TECHNICIAN STATION

Mostly used by tower operators, lets a user follow in real-time
what is happening in the shop and assign R.O’s to technicians. From
this screen, the following tasks can also be performed: change job
priority, manage R.O. assignment, correct punch errors, view service
history, view parts reservations and special orders, view alerts,
manage shifts and overtime, etc.

Lets a technician open and close punches on open repair orders,
view vehicle information (warranty info, engine number, etc.),
upcoming appointments for him, service history, part reservations
and special orders, make part requests, keep track of flat rate hours
and write notes on the current job.

Dispatching Methods
There are three dispatching methods to choose from:
• Automatic Dispatch by Skill: Assigns R.O. to the most
competent technician available according to the skill levels
configured and priority points awarded by the system.
• Forced Assignments: Instead of letting the system decide who
gets the job, you can assign jobs directly to technicians, several
deep. This eliminates the need for the technician to go see the
advisor for the next job.
• Manual Dispatch: The technician will manually enter the next
R.O. number himself and the shop still benefits from the many
Shop Control Module features.

Punches and Notes Integration with Invoicing:
The closed punches and the technician notes are pulled over to the
R.O. at time of closing. With this feature an advisor can start closing
a repair order while the vehicle is still in the shop.
Inspection Forms:
This allows you to display any inspection form for a vehicle when in
a work order, fill it in electronically and save it in history.
SDS Drive:
Take a picture of a failed part, upload it to the R.O.. The image can
then be shared with the customer. This feature is not limited to
service, any user can upload any type of file and attach it to SDS.

OEM AND
THIRD PARTY
INTERFACES
OEM INTERFACES

THIRD PARTY INTERFACES

Without the certification and
acknowledgment of manufacturers, it is
impossible for a DMS provider to make a
dent in the dealership market. SERTI has
acquired a great deal of experience in the
past several years in the development of
interfaces with manufacturer systems.
Regardless of the interface type, SERTI
has the necessary expertise to develop
these systems thereby responding to
manufacturer requirements.

Some of our customers, whether at the
request of a manufacturer or through
certain specialized applications, will use
software systems from a third party. SERTI
has developed interfaces with these
systems that respond to the needs of
those customers. Here are some of the
applications or companies that SERTI has
developed interfaces to work with:

Here are some of the interfaces developed
with various manufacturer systems:
• Part Orders
• Part Returns
• Part Locators
• Part Invoices
• Parts Catalogue
• Financial Statement Transfer
• Service Locator
• Warranty Claims
• Labour Time Guide
• Vehicle Inventory Upload
• Retail Inventory Management

• ASL
• Aspen
• Auto123
• Autodata
• autoTRADER
• AutoV2
• Boost
• BZ Results
• CARFAX
• Dealer.com
• Dealer-FX
• Dealermine
• DealerSocket
• DealerVoice
• DMI
• Evolio
• Exprima
• Higher Gear
and several more...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HomeNet Automotive
IntegraLink
Kelco Marketing
KEYper Systems
LoyaltyTrack (IQ724)
Mitchell ProDemand
MPi
OEConnection
OneCommand
Snap-On
Suly
vAuto
VenueVision
Visible Customer
Vital Insights
Xtime

SHOWROOM AND F&I
INVENTORY

MULTIPLE FINANCIAL CALCULATIONS

Automated inventory maintenance
• Units on order created automatically (selected manufacturers)
• Open repair order and purchase order alerts
• Repair Orders automatically applied to unit cost

Compare multiple finance and lease sources
• View financial options side by side
• Sort by payment amount, terms, sources
• Generate comprehensive reports

Integrated with accounting

Apply fees or rebates on specific sources
In-house leasing calculation
• Your calculation method
• Amortization reports

FORM PRINTING

SECURITY

Custom forms at no extra charge
• In-house offers, waivers, deal summary

Permissions allowed on per user basis
• Use templates or apply a customized configuration

Automatic selection of recommended forms

Minimum profit control
• Block users or just display alarm message

Superb form preview
• View your form filled in, ready to print or to send by email
• Type comments or corrections directly on screen
Email any form in PDF format
• Email your in-house purchase offer to prospects
• Email wholesale contracts

CRM
Inviting, user-friendly look
Automatic customer tracking
• Events, past and future are automatically triggered and recorded
Salespeople receive alerts when their customers are at the
service counter
Highly customizable traffic analysis
• Measure all aspects of sales activities
Various automated CRM events
SDS Messaging
• Send various SMS - automated or personalized, from any PC or
the SDS Mobile app installed on any smartphone.

Templates for new users

QUICK QUOTE

ACCOUNTING INTEGRATION

Vehicle Builder (selected manufacturers)
• User-friendly visual approach

Delivered deals are automatically transferred to accounting
• Values are automatically mapped to correct GL accounts

Rates, residuals, special programs management
(selected manufacturers)
• Reduce errors by avoiding manual entries

Accounting can reject incorrect deals
• Rejected deals can be resent after corrections are applied

Advanced inventory search
• Direct access to appropriate inventory selection
Multiple tax mode configuration
• One click to apply the tax mode to your choice

PAYMENT ROLLBACK
Recalculate your deal using a target payment
• Rich “what if” scenario capacity
Work on deal profit bases
• Work a deal from bottom line and up

BEYOND
THE SOFTWARE
From beginning to end, everything is done to ensure high
quality support to our customers, meeting and exceeding their
needs.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT SATISFACTION

SUPPORT TEAM

SDSLIVE

In the last 25 years, SERTI customer
support satisfaction rate has always
remained very high. One of the
reasons for this accomplishment is the
unequalled quality of support offered
to our customers. As the number of
customers increased through the
years, we have steadily adjusted our
processes to maintain our high quality
standards.

Most of our employees have previously
worked for a dealership; they know the
environment well. The support team
also does installations, making support
personalized.

Users can trigger SDSLive support
which enables them to share their
screen with a support consultant
in real-time for quick and efficient
problem solving.

DATA MIGRATION

CUSTOMER REQUESTS

UPDATES

At SERTI we have over 25 years
of data migration experience. It is
something we take seriously and
are very proud of. We have migrated
detailed data from over 30 different
DMS providers thus far. We find that an
accurate data migration helps smooth
the transition to SERTI for everyone
involved.

The support department is managed
in part with the help of a request
management system. When a customer
submits a request, we make sure that
we follow through and that a response
is available within a reasonable
timeframe.

These requests also form the basis of
our software development. Requests
for software enhancements are
recorded and analyzed by a work
committee, who then decides which
enhancements will be included in the
next version.

TRAINING

HUMAN TOUCH

Training can be done onsite, at our
head office, or remotely via SDSLive.
Web training or webinars are a great
way to learn since we use your very
own system and files to teach you.

There is one factor that sets us apart
from our competition: our support
is managed by human beings, not
machines. So, when a customer calls,
he will speak first to a receptionist
who will effectively direct his call to
the appropriate department. There will
be no answering machines or endless
voice mail messages and no need to
press any button.

SERTI FACTS
Market share leader in Eastern Canada
Certified by all major Canadian OEMs
Highest dealer satisfaction, well over the nearest competitor
Virtually 100% dealer retention –
no industry competitor comes close
Experts at migrating our competitor data –
we do have a lot of practice!
Far and away the most reputable DMS provider in the industry
for ethics, support and overall value for the investment
IBM Gold Business Partner

1.800.361.6615
serti.com
sds@serti.com

